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About This Game

The author of this game is a guitar player and he likes [Guitar Hero] series very much.

"A guitar music rhythm game for Steam ? Sounds not bad !"
Then the author started to learn C# , game engines , finally the game is made.

KeyBoard Guitar Master is a guitar music rhythm game includes 14 original old school rock songs.

Only using Up Down Left Right arrow keys to strike notes, even people whom do not good at rhythm games still can enjoy this
one.

You don't need a guitar controller , there will be much more fun if you try to hold the keyboard as holding a real guitar when
you're playing.
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keyboard guitar master

Incredibly buggy, obviously unfinished. I assume it's been pushed out of "early access" as a cash grab by the developer who has
no intention of finishing it, given that the last update was in February. What gameplay I did experience was dull and had no
direction; search house for an item, repeat. Maybe there's some good puzzling to be had later on, but I could not work out how
to progress as nothing seemed to work as it should, there was no direction, and everything was vague.

This game is not hard, it is obtuse. And not even in a mysterious interesting way like Myst - in a dull, bland way, where your
only option is walk around the house clicking on things and looking at things until you find whatever comes next in the sequence
- oh, but don't find it before you need it, otherwise you break out of the sequence, can't progress, and need to restart.

Talking about bugs, many sounds are too loud, many are too quiet. The developer has somehow made walking around feel bad,
which is honestly an achievement in itself. After releasing your move button you seem to continue sliding forward slightly, as if
you need to finish an imaginary step before you can stop.

Do not waste your money unless this game is developed further than it is now.

Edit: I just watched a video walkthrough of the game. What I said above is true throughout the whole game - search for item,
repeat. That does not count as a puzzle. It is, at best, a first-person hidden objects game, where most of the time there's no way
of knowing what objects you need.. Great Game would play again 11 cheese burgers out of 9 airfields. I like it. Its fun, good
little time killer.. The game is interesting, and the music is pretty cool, but that's where it ends. I finished the game in 50
minutes, and probably 20 minutes or so of this was spent idling. The game is extremely short, and only mildly entertaining. If
you want 30-45 minutes of mild entertainment that heavily falls off near or slightly past the halfway mark buy this. If this game
is extremely discounted, you may also want to buy it. It's definitely not worth the $5 base price, only $1 at best. I feel like I
wasted my money, and my time.

Bottom line, it looks cool and sounds kinda cool, but ultimately fails as a game. The objectives are boring, monotonus, tedious,
and even aggravating at times.. I love it Just turned on the side if I had purchased more bundles that I already listen to me I
don\u2019t care about Cancun except for the time. Gods damn you Paradox, you make such great games but you ruin it by
constantly releasing these packs for little images when its quite obvious it should be a free DLC.
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Ebony Spire: Heresy is a fun dungeon crawl that I can definitely recommend. It has all the essential elements (you, a dungeon,
some monsters), and so far I've found it to be entertaining. I haven't played long yet, just through a few times getting myself
killed by these smarter-than-expected monsters. That said, I expect to play a great deal more of it!

. I bought this game today and i played 1.7 hours of it already, very adicting and a wonderful soundtrack.

I saw that this game might be taken down if you do not receive $1,000 but if you do not reach your goal I don't want a refund, I
want you to keep it. This is one of the games I have been searching for my whole life and I found it in a random corner in
Steam.

If you could add online multi player so I could play with my friends then I would be very happy.. Broke my heart, but in one of
the best of ways. The free version is spectacular along, and now that I know there's DLC, I can't wait to get it. Takes about 31
minutes with no DLC and is definitely worth the time.. Great braincracking-fingertwisting 4d planformer. 4d cause there is no
up-down, left-right like in most 2d, there is no linear timeline also.. I really like this route mainly because it covers the era of
steam, which is an era where I was fortunate to spend 3 great years working in, in New Zealand.
I definitely prefer British Routes and Steam because they are the most like the NZ countryside and the 4-wheeled wagons look
so much like those I saw and worked with.
PRO.
The two scenarios I have run to date are very well thought through, with lots of AI traffic to keep the run interesting.
The B1 loco appears to have been updated from the original one, in that the head and taillights appear to be brighter, the whistle
works with both the spacebar and the "B" key {I don't remember the original having 2 whistle options. Also I believe the engine
sounds are a little more "Robust?".

CON.
Some of the Housing near Basford and Basford North appears to have been added in a bit of a rush, quite a few are at an
obscure angle to the terrain and I noticed one block very close to the embankment have their backyards buried.
Hopefully these anomallies can be fixed with a patch in the near future.
DTG have already fixed a problem with the first scenario, that was not recording any Career points. That was fixed very
quickly.

Overall, for me, due to the era and interesting playability I will give this route a 9 out of 10.. This was nostalgia induced buy for
me.

However, game itself is very enjoyable. Riddles remind me of Lost Vikings style of game.
There are 5 chapters each with about 1h of play, depending how fast you are solving the challenges.
Levels are not too hard but not too dumb either.
Difficulty should be enough to make it a nice challenge for younger audience and good entertainment for those born in the 80
that remember original series.
. I picked up Vampire of the Sands while it was a part of the Black Shell Media roguelike bundle and finally got around to
giving it a try. Unfortunately, it's one of the games in my library that I wish I never played. Even more unfortunate is that I want
to like this game, but some frustrating design choices and bugs made the learning process not fun.

Pros:
+Art style is unique and engaging
+Skill-based combat with varied weapon styles and a dodge mechanic
+Several visually unique zones, and dozens of enemies
+Rune system is interesting and serves as a form of overall account progression usually not seen in traditional roguelikes
+Relatively short game lengths coupled with the boosts you get from runes mean that deaths don't set you back too much in
terms of time spent playing, and the permadeath mechanic seems fair (or it would if the other game mechanics worked, but
more on that below)

Cons:
-The hunger clock (or Soul clock if you're so inclined) is poorly implemented. It's a pretty standard and straightfoward clock:
your Soul bar will deplete gradually as you play the game, and defeating enemies gives you a small number of souls. There are
also soul "container" items similar to those in Dark Souls that provide you with a chunk of Souls immediately, and defeating
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branch bosses will always reward you with Souls. With the wealth of other difficulty mechanics at play (as well as the fact that
VotS is a real-time game as opposed to a turn-based one where this particular type of clock tends to work better) I find it a little
baffling that the devs decided to include a hunger clock at all. There are a lot of other directions the devs could have gone in
when designing it, but unfortunately they played it safe and went with a relatively genre-standard variation that ends up not
jiving well with the real-time pacing.

-The combat is clunky. To name a few gripes I have with it: weapon hitboxes can be very hit-or-miss with multiple enemies on
screen, some weapon effects fail to trigger at all in combat (such as the Mace's knockback effect), and the dodge\/tumble is just
as likely to get you killed in combat as it is to save your life. The controls in general feel kind of clunky, especially movement.

-Difficulty. I'm no stranger to the roguelike genre (5 DCSS ascensions, 2 ADoM ascensions, thousands of combined hours in
Brogue, ToME, IVAN, FTL, etc.) and games with steep learning curves can be some of the most rewarding to learn how to play.
I don't really get that feeling with VotS though, mostly because it's hard to tell when you're playing well. This is a blanket
problem with a lot of 1HP roguelikes due to the difficulty that comes along with balancing them, and when I was attempting to
learn VotS I found myself being killed so often with so little explanation that it was hard to gauge if I was making any real
progress. There were several times that I was killed by a mid-flight projectile the instant I loaded into a new branch, or a unique
enemy would pop up onscreen and I would die a second later.

-Bugs with combat. Enemies would very frequently shoot off projectiles after they had disappeared from the screen, weapon
hitboxes would phase through enemies seemingly randomly, weapons would occasionally only hit objects underneath enemies
(monster spawns, traps, decorations, etc.) and deal no damage to the creature on top...the list goes on.

To summarize my above points, Vampire of the Sands is a conceptually interesting game that unfortunately is marred by a host
of design and technical issues. If, despite all of this, you still want to give VotS a shot, I would highly recommend waiting until it
drops under $1 again, because it just isn't worth $5 in its current state.

*NOTE: Review was edited for grammar and to expand on some of the listed cons. this game is epic.... just play it and see for
your self.....#killinthegame. Awful, awful game. I'll start by stating the obvious, it's using the most stock assets of Raycasting
Game Maker and on top of that, using slightly altered Wolf3D sprites.

The gameplay is terrible, it just has enemies with hitscan attacks and flawless accuracy. The most viable way of getting any
progress in the game is vicious savescumming. The game starts out by giving you a gun with no ammo, so you have to know to
press Tab to switch back to your knife to kill the first enemy, meanwhile other enemies are coming for you from further away,
guns ablaze. At this point, you are meant to quickly switch back to the gun, touch the ammo drop (because, like Slaughtering
Grounds, you have to have the gun in your hand to get ammo for it) and attack them with a *projectile* based weapon. I could
go on for longer, but I think a full paragraph is more than enough for this bit.

The levels are extremely plain, the last few devolving into enemy spam levels due to an obvious lack of creativity. There is no
endgame, once you beat level 16, it just boots you back to the main menu. Not even an end screen.

The sound design is abhorrent, half the enemies have no sounds whatsoever, while others have completely unfitting alert or
death sounds (one of the enemies dying makes the sound of an alien egg from Duke3D hatching). The player eats the medkits,
there are only two tracks in the entire game, one for the menu and another for the gameplay. The one that plays during gameplay
isn't even a looping track, so it just stops every now and then and plays again.

DO NOT buy this game. Even if it's on sale. Hell, even if you got it for free, I would say it's not worth playing.
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